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• Diabetes prevalence is increasing across
regions of the world.
• Attainment of wealth and economic
resources may be leading to increase in
incidence and prevalence of diabetes.
• Previous research has explored the
association between wealth and diabetes
in higher income countries.
• Additional research is needed to see how
wealth is associated with diabetes across
nations with different income and societal
constructs.

• In the adjusted models, wealth remained
significantly associated with higher odds of
diabetes across China, Ghana, India, Mexico, and
South Africa and across quintile.
• In Russia, there was no statistically significant
association between wealth and odds of diabetes
in any income quintile.

• The purpose of this study is to examine the
association between wealth and diabetes
across 6 countries.

• Data from the Study on Global Ageing and
Adult Health (SAGE), SAGE Wave 1 was
conducted during the time period of 2007
to 2010.
• Diabetes status was the primary dependent
variable and was defined as having
received a diabetes diagnosis or receiving
diabetes treatment or taking diabetes
medication.
• Wealth was measured using income
quintile with categories ranging from 1-5,
with lower levels representing lower
income.
• Descriptive statistics were used to
understand sociodemographic differences
among six countries.
• Logistic regression models were used to
examine the relationship between income
and presence of diabetes in the
populations from China, Ghana, India,
Mexico, Russia and South Africa.

• Overall, this study examined the relationship
between wealth and odds of diabetes across 6
countries, representing 5 regions.
• Using 5 income quintiles as a measure of wealth,
the findings of this study show wealth is
significantly related to increased odds of diabetes
across China, Ghana, India, Mexico, and South
Africa in the unadjusted models.
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The findings of this study show that a dose response relationship exists between income quintile and diabetes while controlling for social determinants of health factors in the countries studied.
This relationship can be leveraged for the development of targeted policies that will preferentially impact those within various quintile groups.
These initial findings will allow policy makers an initial foundation to design resources for diabetes treatment and prevention in manner than takes into consideration the needs of each group.

Table 2. Unadjusted Logistic Model of Income Quintile and Odds of Diabetes by Country

• The findings of this study show that wealth as
measured by income quintile is associated with
significantly higher odds of diabetes while
controlling for social determinants of health
factors in the countries studied.

Next Steps
• As diabetes continue to rise across all regions of
the world, understanding the role of wealth and
diabetes may inform how community level factors,
both from the social environment and resource
availability, may be used for effective intervention
development and healthcare resource allocation.
Table 3. Adjusted Logistic Model of Income Quintile and Odds of Diabetes by Country
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